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PTSness AND DlSCO.\'.\'ECTlON
"Organization and Ethzcs“
“Handling the PTS"
“Supprcssives and GAEs"
"The Anttsocial Personality"
THE ANTISOCIAL PERSON-\LlT't'
THE ANTI-SClE.\'TOl_OGIST
CKS Series T9
ExDn Series 5
PTS INTERVIEWS
PTS HANDLING
OUTLINE OF PTS HANDLING

EDUCATTNO THE POTENTIAL
TROUBLE SOURCE. THE FIRST
STEP TOWARD HA.\'Dl..l.\'C'.
PT5 C/S-l
PTE TYPE A HA.\'DLl.\'c'

1*-i.-\;\'OLl:\'O PTE §lTi.'.-i\TiO-.\-‘S
C.‘§ Sdftfltf '76:’.

C/Slflg A PTS Rl.'?\'DOW-.\'

Due to the extreme unzencv of our mission I have worked to remove s 1'_ , .. ome tr
the fundamental barriers from our progress.

The chief stumbling block, huge above all others, is the upset we have with
POTENTIAL TROUBLE SOURCES and their relationship to suppressive per-
so ns or groups.

A POTENTIAL TROUBLE SOURCE is defined as a person who while ac-
ttve m Scientology or a pc yet remains connected to a person or group that is a
suppressive person or group.

A SUPPRESSIVE PERSON or GROUP is one that actively seeks to suppress
or damage Scientology or a Scientologist by suppressive acts.

LLSUPPRESSIVE ACTS are acts calculated to impede or destroy Scientology
or a Scientologist and which are listed at length in this policy letter.
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connected with a st. .
sufficient magnitude to rev I~ __ p ent case gain. as only a PTP can halt progress or :1
case. Onl AR ' ' ' 'y C breaks worsen it. To the PTP IS added ARC IJTCCIKS Wliii the
suppressive person or group. The result is no-gain or deterioration or a case cv
reason of Lh 'e suppressive connection in the environment. Any Sctcntologtst. tn ms
own experience, can probably recall some such cases and their subsequent upset.

Until the environment is handled, nothing beneficial can_.happen. Quite the
contrary. In the most flagrant of such cases the Sctentoloatst s case worsened
andthe suppressive person or group sent endless distorted or false reports to
press, police, authorities and the public in general.

Unless the potential trouble source. the preclear caught up in this. can be
mad t ' 'e o take action of an environmental nature to end the situatiomone has a pc
or Scientologist who may cave in or squirrel because of no case gain and also a
hostile environment for Scientology.

This policy letter gives the means and provides the POIICY IO? Swing the
above situation handled.

A potential trouble source may receive no processing until U16 Sifllflllml I5 F19~Yldl¢C-
_ _ _ _ _ . . - ',_ t“.Suppresstve persons or groups relinquish their rights as‘Sctentologtsts by

their very actions and may not receive the benettts of the-Codes of the Church.

The families and adherents of suppressive persons or groups may not receive
processing. It does not matter whether they are or are not Scientoloaists. If the
families dh 'or a erents of suppressive persons or groups are l<now1n_gly_jcro<:csscd.
any auditor doing so is guilty of a misdemeanor. (See I-ICO PL ot 7 Mar. 65R.-‘~.
Ill, OFFENSES AND PEN.-XLTIES.)

A potential trouble source knowingly permitting himself or hersel: or the
suppressive person to be processed without advising-the auditor or Scientology
authorities is guilty of a crime. (See HCO PL of 7 Mar. 65RA Ill. OFrENSES
AND PENALTIES.)

SUPPRESSIVE ACTS

Suppressive acts are defined as actions or omissions undertaken to l<nov:-
ingly suppress. reduce or impede Scientology or Scientologists.

Such suppressive acts include:

Any felony_(such as murder. arson, etc.) against person or property.

Sexual or sexually perverted conduct contrary to the well-being or good state Of
mind of a Sci l ' ' 'ento ogtst tn good standing or under the charge of Scientology,
such as a student or a preclear.

Blackmail of Scientologists or Scientology organizations threatened or accom-
pllshed-— in which case the crime being used for blackmail purposes becomes
full t ‘d ' 'y ou st e the reach of Ethics and ts absolved by the fact of blfldsmflll
unless repeated.

e..s1ve person or group is given - Pffiscm “mi? Pfobliml Cl 7338"
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using the trademarks ar t-cc marks of Dianetics ar J-C. ..l01O8Y "*'1lh@Ul
express permission o. license from the owner of the marks or its t1uthO1'1Z=Id
hcensee.

lialsifying records.  

Testifying or giving data against Scientology" falsely or in generalities or without
personal knowledge of the matters to which one Ee$lil‘i¢5-

Organizing splinter groups to diverge from Scientology practices still calling it
Scientology or calling it something else.

Organizing a splinter group to use Scientology data or any part of it to distract
people from standard Scientology.

Using Scientology (or perverted and alter-ised tech and calling ll 31‘-i?m@1OS&'J
harmfully so as to bring about disrepute to an org. gY0l1P 01' 5¢1¢mOl°g'.\"
itself.

issuing alter-ised Scientology technical data or information or instructional or
, admin procedures. calling it Scientology or calling it something else to con-

use or deceive people as to the true source. beliefs and practices of Scien-
tology.

Unauthorized use of the materials of Dianetics and Scientology.

,l~lolding, using, copying, printing or publishing confidential materials of Dia-
netics and Scientology without express permission or license from the author
of the materials or his authorized licensee.

Falsely attributing or falsely representing oneself or others as source of Scientology
or Dianetics technology; or using any position gained with staff andror Pub‘
lic to falsely attribute nonsource material to source or to falsely represent
nonsource material as authorized Scientoloav or Dianetics technoloav.

‘ sgvd

Acts calculated to misuse. invalidate or alter-is legally or in any other W11? ll“:
trademarks and service marks of Dianetics and Scientology.

intentional and unauthorized alteration of LRH technology. policy. issues or
checksheets.

Developing and/or using squirrel processes and checlcsheets.

Knowingly giving testimony which is false, a generality or not based on personal
knowledge to imperil a Scientologist.

Public disavowal of Scientology or Scientologists in good standing with Scientology
organizations.

_4“\_-\-‘ublic statements against Scientology or Scientologists but not to Committees of
Evidence duly convened.

Proposing, advising or voting for legislation or ordinances. rules or laws directed
toward the suppression of Scientology.

Pronouncing Scientologists guilty of the practice of standard Scientology-

""--.._-up
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Testifying liosti‘ ' |' .3re state or public inquiric ‘i. .¢i¢"l@l@El"' '19 WPPYQS‘ 11-

Reporting or threatening to report Scientology or Scieiitologists to civil :iut:':.:-
ities in an etfort to suppress Scientology or Scientologists troni practlclne
receiving standard Scientology. ’

Bringing civil suit against any Jieiitology orgaiiization or Scientolof-§l~‘ll~ l~l‘~l~'-‘il'-'"~3
ing the nonpayment of b
matter to the attention of t

:T'.._..-_-' Gigi/7 International Justice Chief and receiving ti re_::l;..

Demanding the return of anv or all fees laid for s‘anda d ' 'p t r training or processing‘
actually received or received in part and still available but undeliveret‘? er“
because of departure of the person demanding (the fees must be refunded but
this policy applies).

Writing anti-Scientology letters to the press or giving anti-Scientolovv or anti-
Scientologist data to the press.

Continued membership in a divergent group.

Continued adherence to a person or group pronounced a suppressive person "
group by HCO.

Failure to handle or disavow and disconnect from a person dernonst Cunt":
of suppressive acts. *1 no CT -/T4» ‘ C ‘

Being at the hire of anti-Scientology groups or persons.

Calling meetings of staffs or field auditors or the public to deliver Scientology
1ntO the hands of unauthorized persons or persons who will suppress it cf
alter it or who have no reputation for following stancarc tines and procedures.

infiltrating a Scientology group or organization cr staff to stir discontent
protest at the instigation of hostile forces.

Mutiny.

Seeking to splinter off an area of Scientology and deny it properly constituted
authority for personal profit. personal power or "to save the organization
from the higher officers of Scientology."

Engaging in malicious rumormongering to destrov the authority or repute of higherff. _ _ -o icers or the leading names oi Scientology or to "safeguard" a position.

Delivering up the person of a Scientologist without justifiable defense or lawful
protest to the demands of civil or criminal law. .

Receiving money, favors or encouragement to suppress Scientology or Scientolo-
gists.

Using an org position or comm line to build up a private practice which reroutes
org students. pcs and/or staff off org lines.

Severe breach of ecclesiastical and/or fiduciary duty as an executive or COI‘pOt'3te
ff0 icial of any Scientology or Dianetics organization which has resulted in

severe harm. loss or disrepute for Scientology or the organization.

or failure to refund. without first calling ti...

vain
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Using Scientology lines l_ .sonal profit in such a way ‘Use disruption in
th ' ' 'e organization or to block the flow of public up the Bridge. 7341

Using the mailin l' ' ' ' ' I i_ g ists of Scientology or Dianetics organizations ior Pcisoml
profit or gain. A

- ‘r .---_._,
\-r

I~i_I '

' r- 1 ' ‘ - - ' ' la‘ -"'fllfi. ‘ii -Emplrwtng org staft member: to the detriment of tlie piutluetiuii Ot t.it. esiuelisli
meiit of the organization.

Providing an organization's preclear folders, ethics files. StUd¢Yl1' ills‘-3» i—‘~¢¢OUm5
files, Central Files folders or Central Files lists or partial U515 Oi‘ A¢ldI'@5$*~l‘
lists or partial lists to any individual, group, organiZ&tiOn. mi55l@tl CY“ Olhfit
unit or agency for any reason or purpose. except $1058 <30‘/¢Y¢d P-‘<Pl1¢1ll'Y 111
existing Church policy; or to provide such files or lists to any individual.
group, organization, mission or other unit or agency which is unauthorized
by or in bad standing with the Mother Church.

Calculated efforts to disrupt Church services or the flow of public up the Bridge
through the Churches.

Refusal to allow staff or public to progress up the Bridge or Creiitinfi 't3lO¢'-<5 On
the Bridge preventing such progression.

Blatant and willful obstruction of Church operations or interference with Church
contractual and other obligations to the detriment oi Church expansion or
activities.

Violation or neglect of any of the ten points of Keeping Scientology Woriting, as
listed here:

One: Having the correct technology.

Two: Knowing the technology.

»—l:3. *1 (D W Knowing it is correct.

Four: Teaching correctly the correct technology.

Five: Applying the technology.

Six: Seeing that the technology is correctly applied.

Seven: Hammering out of existence incorrect technology.

Eight: Knocking out incorrect applications.

’\Iine: Closing the door on any possibility of incorrect technology.

Ten: Closing the door on incorrect application.
______

Violations of any of the ten points listed below that are Technical Degrades:

1. Abbreviating an official course in Dianetics and Scientology so as to
lose the full theory processes and effectiveness of the S1lb]¢C[S.

2. Adding comments to checlcsheets or instructions labeling any material
“background” or “not used now" or “old” or any similar action Whwh
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will result inpstudent not knowing. using and applying tl‘=@ flat-'1 in 7342
which he is being trained.

Employing after l Sept. l97O any checksheet for an)’ <I0U_1'g5¢ ll‘f>lf'1l;lll@l"
ized by myself or the Authority, Verification and CQFYPCUOH [Jill ~l‘-[‘3"'
national (AVC int). ‘

(Hat checksheets may be authorized locally.) .

Failing to strike from anv checksheet remaining in use meanwhile any
such comments as “lTlSiOl‘-lC8l," “background.” “not U566." "Old." etc.
or verbally staring it to students.

Permitting a pc to attest to more than one grade at a time on the pc's
own determinism without hint or evaluation.

Running only one process for a lower grade between 0 to W. Wlicti‘ the
grade end phenomena has not been attained.

Failing to use all processes for a level where tlie end phenomena n35 ROE
been attained.

Boasting as to speed of deliverylin a session, such as “l put in Grade 0
in three minutes." Etc.

Shortening time of application of auditing for financial or labor-saving
considerations.

Acting in any way calculated to lose the technology of Dianetics and
Scientology to use or impede its use or shorten its materials or its appli-
cation.

o persons around an ors-:) is the .rz'/igle most t1'esri"ucii*..-eaction to an org '5 stars.

A stupid or suppressive person will tear up Division A to get pcrS0nn¢l tilt
Division B. These err ' 'ors are or long duration, and they do more to destrov anorg than any other action: (A) Making a hole in one place to remedya holein
a t.h B ' ' r ' ' 'no er, ( ) Training a pe.son tor tech but not admin and putting him in admin,
(C) Using the Technical Divisions as personnel pools from which to manLh d. . .o er ivisions, (D) Rapid shifts of post (E) Leaving areas in an or un-

. 3 _manned. These personnel errors (or crimes) cause every staff member to sut-f .er in terms of lowered income, lowered pay, lowered facilities. l0“/¢f¢<-‘l
success.

Noise, session interruption. Loud sudden noises, loud bursts of laughter, shout-
ing, whistling, noisy conversation in the area of sessions. As such noises are
interruptive of processing, persons making such are to be reported to Ethics.
The following penalties will automatically accrue without recourse: One re-” . .11 . . .
port wt be a suspension of training for one week. Two reports will be dec-
laration of the offender as a suppressive person.

Comm cycle additives. There are no additives permitted on the auditing comm
cycle. It is a seriou ' 's matter to get a preclear to clarify his answer It is in factan Ethics matter and if done habitually is a suppressive act, for it will wipe
out all gain. if i T C T O O
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Withhold of vital info ..tion. Obstruction of vital techi..cal or managenient in-f . . .  

‘Dormation lines in such a way as to denv people tech data, prevent students
and c " ' ' ' 'p 5 moving up the Bridge, or @b5[;-Ugting the relay, disclosure or free
distribution of vital information so as’ to p1‘¢\'¢t)1 iii» illiliivlllef amongst ma

bl'pti ic and orgs in terms of results.  

informing fellow staff members and others that one is leaving staff \\’lier~' a
a . . LL-person 1S secretlv planning to leave and making private preparations to do so

without informing the proper terminals in an org and does leave (blow) and
.does not return within a reasonable length of time, an automatic declare is to
be issued. Should any monies or organizational property be found to be
missing in consequence, action is to be taken on criminal charges.

The following policy violation is the highest crime in Tech or Qual;

Tolerating the absence of or not insisting upon star-rated checkouts on all
processes and their immediate technology and on relevant policy. letters on
HGC interns ‘f ' ' ‘ ‘ ' " ' 'or stair auditors in the Tech Division or statf auditors or interns
in the Qual Division for the levels and actions thev will use before permitting
them to d'au it org pcs, and on Supervisors in Tech and Qual who instruct or
examine or failing to insist upon this policv or preventing this policv from
going into effect or minimizing the checkouts or lists.

Spreading false tales to invalidate Clears or spreading libelous and slanderous
statements about the alleged behavior of Clears.

it is a high crime to cut the basic communication lines of Scientology. This in-
cludes instances where impedance or negligence denies adequate supply of
technical materials to l-IGC or Qual auditors and to Dianetics or Scientology
students.

Knowingly falsifying an auditing report in order to make oneself seem more
competent than one is or to hide departures from the Case Supervisor or to
omit vital data necessary to case supervising resulting in upsets to a case and
‘ime s ' ‘ ‘t . pent in investigation by seniors is actionable by Committee of Evi-
dence, and if the matter is proven bevond reasonable doubt, a cancellation of
all certificates and awards, a declare and expulsion order are mandatory.

Permitting in a course room any of the six out-ethics activities listed below 'lS aCommittee of Evidence offense, and Supervisors. Directors of TraininoTc _ . . . . .cnnicai Secretaries, Qualifications Secretaries or Ethics Officers so found
guilty are subject to declare as a suppressive person.
l. Not mustering students in the morning, after lunch and after dinner, pre-

cisely on time. not noting absences and taking action.

2. Permitting students to talk to each other or wander around or take un-
scheduled breaks or goof off during course hours.

3

4

. Permitting students to eat or smoke in the course room.

. Permitting persons to come into the course room and bother students for
any reason.

5. A Course Supervisor standing around or sitting at his desk not actively
handling students who need help. .

713 4



6- N01 Eating '.dents through their course andfbaduated. 734/1

1 An‘; Case Supervisor cases supervising for a level for Wliicll ll‘? ll35 no‘ PCP?-
‘ trained is subiect to the suspension of all certificates and dePTl"3‘lO“ O‘ all

bonuses as well as refund of all bonuses ever obtained while case‘supervis-
lng. as a Case Supervisor. levels for which he has not been traiiieo aboi-..t»_r
below his class. This does notlimit the penalties which can l-‘c 11PPl1=1@l “*ll‘~"*

gl can include declare and expulsion.

Any staff member who either verbally or by his actions thrcatenS ‘IO ci'~15li ct‘
I ~ deliberately crashes his stats in order to avoid a legal or on-pollcff Old“ Of

P ethics action is to be instantly declared.

I lt is a high crime for any staff member to knowingly or unknowingly’ Wa5tc QFE
book stocks or cause them to be wasted or tampered Willi-

‘ lt is further a high crime for a staff member, Bookstore Officer or executive
to fail to take the necessary precautions for the protection and correct use ot

U org book stocks.

lt is a high crime to publicly depart Scientology.

H Any repeated or continued violation of the five points of out study tech listed
below, after two Courts of Ethics for violation of these points. SLIOJECIS the
person to a Committee of Evidence on the charge of committing an act or

I omission undertaken to knowingly suppress, reduce or iinP¢d¢ Scliiniologl
--~ or Scientologists, and if found guilty beyond reasonable doubt, the person

n may be declared suppressive and expelled with full penaltiesi

l. A person may be summoned to a Court of Ethics or Executive Court oi
I Ethics if it be found that he has gone past a word he does tict tlfidetfltefifi

when receiving, hearing or reading an order. HCOB, policy lettercr
tape, any and all LRH written or printed materials including books.

H P.~\Bs, despatches. telexes and mimeo issues which resulted in a -iAC.llL1i'€
to do duties of his post, without his at once making an eitective etrort tc
clear the words on himself. whether he knew he was tni551I)S T-lltim Of

I not, as the source of his inaction or damaging actions.

I The charge is neglecting to clarify iv0i'ti'S not WideF5f00d- i

2. A staff member who does not use study tech or get it known while
studying or instructing may be summoned to a Court of Ethics or an
Executive Court of Ethics.

The charge is failure to employ study tech.

3. A student alter-ising or misadvising others on the use of study tech may
be summoned before a Court of Ethics.

, The charge is advocating a misuse or neglect of proper study tech.

4. An auditor failing to clear each and every word ‘of every command Or li5t
used may be summoned before a Court of Ethics.

The charge is out-tech.
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L uoiit. 1.J1Yl.blUn person. Sl21II member or .bClCnlU1U5"“ “-“-*i~*‘ “°‘“=‘£>
1¢Fm$. Ci1'CUm'I .Ies or data on raw public in I I Ic lectures or promo-
tion or in PR ...;yond the public abilitv to grasp without stressing stucv

. , -2: _ . “' 7tech or at once taking effective measures to clarify. O1’ l'=-‘i°a51ll_2 m5“¢~'l'
als broadl ' to ' '* '

-.4. nuns‘
I

y a \\rOng public may be summoned to a Court ot ethics li
any flap or upset results. C i C

The charge is failure to rzpp/_'v sriidy tech in ri’z's5<:n:i'i2<JH'01t.

To alter arid pervert tech or procedure to prevent disco'~'@F§' of “’iihhOid5 ii’ Gigi“
sified as a suppressive act. This enters many areas: changing or losing is-
sues, issuing issues in Board Technical Bulletin (BTB) OF BO?-‘Yd P0113? Leila‘
(BPL) form that contain incorrect and misleading data, posting known Crun-
inals or i-ncompetents to training posts, verbal tech or any action Whwh
would prevent tech from being known or correctly used.

Where proven beyond reasonable doubt that funds and business have been
verted from an org to its detriment, a declare order on those responsible is
mandatory, and possible criminal prosecution may be undertaken.

Admitting a famous person or notable writer to higher-level processing who has
C7not fully attained lower-level processing. This applies in particular to Power.

Clearing Courses and OT Courses.

Failure to strenuously act to clean up an “ARC broken field" shall
high crime for an Executive Council.

U“ (D (‘L (L (U Fr Q- oi

it is a high crime to permit suppressive and PTS people in Publications Ores or
Ddepartments or in Department l6C (Division 6A. advertising) 35 lh@5@ ‘-“ii

starve both the public and the org.

Any executive issuing an order that certain HCO PLs or HCOBs are rot to be
followed. where this is proveii bevond reasonable doubt. shall be COI1S‘G€"”i
as having committed a high crime. and this can carry the assignment or tne
condition of Treason for both the person issuing the order and the person
who receives and executes it.

Any auditor seeing a rock slam on a preclear and failing to mark it down and
report it is guilty of a high crime, as this injures society. the org and the
person himself.

When a preclear has roller-coastered despite a floating needle at session end and
at Examiner's and if neither Tech nor Qual makes any effort to remedy, then
the matter becomes a high crime.

If red tags, per the Examiner’s 24-hour rule, continue unhandled by Tech or
Qual, the matter becomes a high crime.

_,. It is a high crime for a Case Supervisor not to WRITE in a preclear’s folder what
the case supervised instructions are and a high crime for an auditor to accept
verbal C/S instructions.

Word clearing any words on any test at any time is a high crime. It suppresses
tech results and obscures them.

i '\

7845
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lt is a high crime for .erson to supervise a course W. ‘C1955 no‘ know" 33?” '
and continually us- his studv tech on everv individual student. 7346

g lt is also a high crime for a Director of Training or 8 ~T<‘1¢h SP9 or an Esio :0  
have anyone supervising without Fljl_l_ USE OF STUDY TECH-

’ encc offense for a Case ‘Supervisor or auditor to or
accept for processing and process any illegal pc. (Ref: I-{COB 6 DcC- IORB.

t ILLEGAL PCs, ACCEPTANCE or. HIGH CRIME BULLETIN?
1 Feeding the Clear cognition to any individual, evaluating for a pc on this subiect

. 13 ___ "or coaxing him to any cognition is criminal and a comm-evable ottense.
Cl ' ' ' ' '5 ears are made through auditing, not by feeding cognitions to pcs.

Declaring a Dianetic Clear “achieved in other practices."

F lt is a Committee of Etid

i

Falsely declaring someone Dianetic Clear who isn’t and failing to declare one
who made it on Dianetics or the Clearing Course or who has always been
Clear.

lt is a high crime for an executive to penalize auditors. C/’Ses. Tech./Qual or
Du Ethics Officers for following HCOBs or HCO Pl_s. especially when it is due

to the executive's withholds. (lt is also a high crime to falselv charge an
execuuve with the above.) id

ment or reduction of use of the full technology of locatingc and handling

2  
4 ' I - - . '‘_ Attempting to undermine or advising or encouraging or condoning the abandon-

D overts, evil purposes, destructive intentions and nonsurvival considerations.

Neglecting, advising against the application of, failing to enforce or tolerating the
H omissi f ' ' ' ' * 'on o standard Word Clearing and star-rate cneckouts on all new or

newly revised HCO Policy Letters. as well as the key HCO PLs of the Basic
E Staff Member l-iat and the ltev policies of the staff members specific as-

signed post. by every staff member. in the Sea Organization this applies to
f-._RH CBOs and Flag Orders as well as HCO Policy Letters.

I Violation of any of the eleven points listed below which are Admin Degrades:

'2 1. Abbreviating an official course in standard Scientology administrative
 policy so as to lose th f lle ti theory, administrative procedures and effec-

"" tiveness of the subject.

‘I 2. Adding comments to the Org Exec Course or other administrative check-
sheets or instructions, policies or directives labeling any material “back-

, ground” or “not used now” or “old” or “it doesn’t need to be followed
I exactly,” or any similar action which will result in the student not know-

ing, using and applying the standard administrative data in which he is
I being trained.

Employing any checksheet for any administrative course not authorized3.
I by the Authority, Verification and Correction Unit International (AVC

Int) or, in the case of hat checksheets, duly authorized per HCO PL 30
Sept. 70. CHECKSHEET FORMAT.

i 4. Failing to strike from any administrative or hat checksheet any such
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5. Failing to hat and apprentice a staff member on thetull POW?) and 19'
tions of his post. in

6. Discouraging or preventing it staff member, administrator or executive
from training on the full Org Exec Course and Flag Executive Briefing
Course.

|

- 7. Failing to insist upon precise and exact application of the Data 5cticS
policy letters in investigations and evaluations.

8. Running any organization on squirrel “policy“ or third dynamic admin-
istrative or management procedures that are contrary to approved policy.

9. Using anv souir l d ' ',., _ _ re a ministrative procedure in managing an organiza-
tion while falsely labeling it Scientology policy.  

10. Using Scientolo lgy po icy but calling it something else or attributing it to
some other source.

ll. Acting in any way cdlculdtcd to lose staiicleitl Sciciitulugy policy lO U56
or impede its use or shorten its materials or its application.

lt is a high crime for anyone who has not fully and successfully completed the
Hubbard Key to Life C ourse to supervise or otherwise administer this course
to another or others.

Feeding a person the end phenomena of the Hubbard Key to Life Section 2B Clav
Table Process is classified as a suppressive act. l3¢¢f-W55 ii will PYOPAPIFh . n _ _ _ . . .arm his progress and nurt his chances. Penalties tor doing so could include
expulsion.

Forcing auditing on a pc when he is refusing or protesting it. rather than finding
out why the pc doesn't want the auditing and straightening it out is using
auditing suppressively. Any C/S or auditor guilty of this must be handled
with group justice proceedings which would include a Comm Ev and could
include a penalty of being declared suppressive and expelled from the
Church.

Additionally, a crime, if severe and of magnitude, harmful to manv and
committed repeatedly, can be reclassed as a high crime. (See HCO PL 7' Mar

s6..RA lll. OFFENSES AND PENALTIES, for those detiona which eiassirii gg
crimes.)

Suppressive acts are clearly those covert or overt acts knowingly calculated
t d ' ' " 'o re uce or destroy the influence or activities of Scientology or prevent case
gains or continued Scientology success and activity on the part of a Scientologist
As persons or groups that would do such a thing act out of self-interest only to
the d ' ' ' ietriment of all others, they cannot be granted the rights ordinarily accorded
rational beings.

If a person or a group that has committed a suppressive act comes to his. her
or h ' ' ' it eir senses and recants, his, her or their only terminal is the International
Justice Chief, via the Continental Justice Chief, who:  

-0
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all attacks ant. suppressions so he she or they can get a case gain‘.

Requires a public announcement to the effect that they realize their actions
were ignorant and unfounded and stating where possible the influences or
motivations which Acaused them to attempt to suppress or attack Scientology;
gets it signed before witnesses and published broadly. particularly to persons
directly influenced or formerlv associated with the former otlcndei" Cl‘ ot-
f I .enders. The letter should be calculated to expose any conspiracy to suppress
Scientology or the preclear or Scientologist if stich existed;

Requires that all debts Qwgd to Seientologv organizations or missions are
paid off; W

B2. May require that, subject to the approval of the International Justice Chief
an amends project suitable and commensurate with the severitvtand extent of
the suppressive acts committed be completed before further A to E steps are
undertaken;

Before any such amends project is begun. the person must submit an
Amends Proec P '“ ' ' ' ij ct etition to the international Justice Chief. using full CS\‘-'
and stating what he proposes to do as amends, and this must be approved by
the International Justice Chief to be considered valid. (Ref: l-iCO PL l Mav of
STAFF MEMBER REPORTS, and i-tco PL i May as ll, ORDER BOARD
AND TIME i\/lACl~lli\lE) Evidence of genuine ethics change mav be re-CJ .

quired before approval of the amends project is given. (Examples of such
evidence might be, depending upon the high crimes committed the erson. . _. - P
has obtained an honest job; has paid off all debts owed to others; valid con-
tributions have been made to the community; the person has totally ceased
those actions for which he was declared, etc.);

It is also within the power of the international Justice Chief, when approvi.
an Amends Project Petition, to require, as a protector of the Church and ‘ ..
tenets and membership, that such amends project be carried out entirely cff
any Scientology organization. mission or network lines, and to require, be-
fore the amends project may be considered complete, extensive evidence over
a protracted period of time that the person has, beyond any doubt, ceased his
or her suppressive actions. has created no problems for the Church or any
member of the Church in any way on any line, and has undertaken and com-

l d 'p ete an action which is clearly and undeniably of benefit to mankind;

Requires training beginning at the lowest level of the Bridge at their expense
if executives in charge of training will have the person or the group members;

,__'1IQ
-n-J

,. ""
/1

C.

D. Makes a note of all of the above matters with copies of the statement and
files in the ethics files of those concerned;

E. Informs the International Justice Chief and forwards a duplicate of the orig-
inal statements which show signatures.

Any potential trouble source owing money to any Scientology organization is
handled the same ' ' ' ' " 'as any other Scientologist. Failure to discharge a financial ob-
ligation becomes a civil matter after normal, within-org avenues of collection
have been exhausted.
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Any PTS who fails .._J either handle or disconnect fro... the SP who is mak-

ing him or her a PTS is, by failing to do so, guilty of a SUPPYPSSWC ac“

Civil court action against SP5 to effect’ collection of monies owed may be
resorted to, as they are not entitled to Scientology ethics proccdUI@5-

Until a suppressive person or group is absolved or until permitted to actively
engage in the training required in point C, as duly authorized and published. his.
her or their only Scientology terminal is the International Justice Chief via the
Co ti ' ' ' ‘n nental Justice Chief, or members of a duly authorized and convened Corr.-
mittee of Evidence.

A suppressive declare order upon a person or group and all of 1116 ¢0F1dili0I15
inherent within it remain in force ‘until the order has been officially cancelled by
an authorized and published Church issue.

Also, until a suppressive person or group is absolved, but not during the
period when the person requests and has a Committee of Evidence. or an am-
nesty occurs, no Scientology ethics other than this HCO Policy Letter applies to
such persons, no Committee of Evidence may be called on any Scientologist or
person for any offenses of any kind against the suppressive person except for
ff ' ”o enses which violate the laws or the land or except to establish in cases of real

dispute whether or not the person was suppressing either Scientology or the Scien-
tologist.

Such persons are in the same category as those whose certificates have been
canceh d ~ ' '" 'e , and persons whose certificates, classifications and awards have been can-
celled are also in this category.

The imagination must not be stretched to place this label on a person Er-
rors. misdemeanors and crimes do not label a person as a suppressive person or
group. Only high crimes do so.

A Committee of Evidence may be called by any convening authority who wishes
more concrete evidence of efforts to suppress Scientology or Scientologists, but if
such ' ' ' ' 'a committee s findings, passed on, establish beyond reasonable doubt sup-
pressive acts, this policy letter applies.

Outright or covert acts knowingly designed to impede or destroy Scientology or
1 . I . . e ‘ 'ento ogists is what is meant by acts suppressive of Scientology or Scientologists.

The greatest good for the greatest number of dynamics requires that actions
destructive of the advance of the many, by Scientology means. overtly or covertly

clun ertaken with the direct target of destroying Scientology as a whole. 01' H 5¢i§f1't 1 . . . .0 ogist in parucular, be summarily handled due to the character of the reactive
mind and the consequent impulses of the insane or near insane to ruin every
chance of mankind via Scientology.

 iuiI-—i

POTENTIAL TROUBLE SOURCE

A Scientologist connected by familial or other ties to a person who is guiltv
1-\+ ("l1v"\9'\Pl3(\P1(!iQ r‘ir"?C 1C L'r\_:\f\1-v-in fit‘ '3 T'\f‘\f<P1"1?i!1I fPr\'t1i"~I#jQF"'iII?'("P (OT
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history of Dianetics Q S ' = ' - -' S O ' 'clcntolog) ms strewn ttiih tr Confused by emotional
ties, do d ' ' ' 'ggc in refusing 10 igiv.-; up Sclgntolggv, yet invalidated by a suppressive
person at everv turn th -', , ey cannot, hating a PTP make case gains. If they \vcult1'7d

w' h d ' ' - == ~ ' Uact it etermination one way or the other-—-reform the su I't3"'Sl\6 e "E L pp .. '. p rson oi
otherwise standardly handle the situation-thev could then make aains and re-
cover their potential. lf thev inakeno determined move. they eventually succumb.

Therefore, this policv letter extends to suppressive non-Scientologv wives
and husbands and parents, or other family members or hostile groups or eveii
close fr’ d ' iien s. So long as a wife or husband, father or mother or other family con-
nection, who is attempting to suppress the Scientoloav spouSe or Chlld. OF hOSl1lc
group remains continuingly acknowledged or in communication with the Scien-
tolo ‘ ‘ 'gy spouse or cnild or member, then that Scientologist or preclear comes un-
der the family or adherent clause and may not be processed or further trained
until he or she has taken appropriate action to cease to be a potential trouble
source.

The validity of this policy is borne out by the fact that the US government
raids and oth ' ' ' ' "er troubles were instigated by wives. husbands or parents who were
actively suppressing a Scientologist or Scientology or who were Hctinil undcf Ii‘-1‘
' flin uences of persons or agencies who had deliberately misinformed them regard-
ing Scientology. The suppressed Scientologist did rot act in good time to aver:
the trouble by handling the antagonistic family member.

Any processing of the potential trouble source is denied or illegal while the
connection exists, and a person not actively seeking to settle the matter may be
sub d ' ' ' 'jecte to a Committee of Evidence if processed meanwhile.

POTENTIAL TROUBLE SOURCES AND DISCO.\ii\iECTIO.\'

The subject and technology of “disconnection” is thoroughly covered ii".
HCOB 10 Sept. 83, PTSness AND DISCONNECTION, and in the basic techni-
cal materials referenced therein]

Unwarranted or threatened disconnection has the recourse of the person or
group being disconnected from requesting a Committee of Evidence from the
nearest convening authority (or HCO) and producing to the committee any evi-
dence of actual material assistance to Scientology without reservation or bad i.n-
tent. The committee must be convened if requested.

The real motives of suppressive persons have been traced to quite sordid
hidden desires-in one case the wife wanted her husband's death so she could get
his ' 'money and fought Scientology because it was making the husband spiritually
well. Without ha dl' ' ' ' 'n ing the wife or the connection with the woman the Scien-I .to ogist, as family, drifted on with the situation, and the wife was able to cause a
near destructi f ' ' 'on o Scientology in that area by false testimony to the olice dp an
government and press. Therefore, this is a serious thing--to tolerate or remain
con d ' ' 'necte to a source of active suppression of a Scientologist or Scientology
without standardly handling or acting to expose the true motives behind the hos-
tility and reform the person. No money particularly may be accepted as fee or
loan fro ' “ ' " 'rn a person who is fam1ly to a suppressive person and therefore a
potential trouble source. There is no source of trouble in Scientology/‘s historYgreater than this one for frequency and lack of attention.
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Anyone absolved of? ‘,3 ;- ' t ~ ~ - i DP css1\e acts bv an an.r.estv . . COmmiiiP'3 Oi ET“dence ceases to be decli . --da ... suppressive. Aiivone found guiity of 5UPPi'¢55i‘*'@ 3‘-Q5 7351
bv a Committee of Evide_ nce and its convening authorities remains declared uri-
less saved by an amnesty.

This policy letter is calculated to prevent future. Li-l5iI'1¢ll@“5 of ii“;‘i‘ mium as
time goes on. '

RIGHTS OF A SUPPRESSIVE PERSON OR GROUP

A truly suppressive person or group has no rights of any kind as Scientologists.

However, a person or group mav be falsely labeled a suppressive person ci"
group. Should the person or group claim the label to be false. Pie. She Of I116‘1/
may request a Committee of Evidence via their nearest Continental Justice Chief.
The executive with the power to convene a Committee of Evidence must do so if
one is requested for recourse or redress of wrongs.

The person or representative of the group labeled suppressive is named as an
interested party to the committee. They attend it where it convenes.

The committee must pay attention to any actual evidences that the person or
group that is accused of being suppressive may produce, particularly" to the ettect
of having helped Scientology or Scientoloaists or a Scientolo ist. and t h "v g l I IS la

seen to outweigh the accusations, proof or lack of it, the person is absolved.

Any knowingly false testimony, forgeries or false witnesses introduced bv
the person or group accused of being suppressive can result in an immediatef. . .inding against the person or group.

Any effort to use copies of the testimony or findings of a Committee of
Evidenc ll d ' ' ' 'e ca e for this purpose or holding it to scorn in a civil court ""l"‘CCll-ii‘. LL:. . D
ately reverses any favorable finding and automatically iabeis the person or group
suppressive.

If the findings, as passed upon by the convening authority and the Interna-
tio al J ' ' 'n ustice Chief, demonstrate guilt, the person or group is so labeled as a
suppressive person or group.

Failing to prove guilt of suppressive acts, the committee must recommend to
absolve the person or group publicly.

When a person, by some circumstance, has been incorrectly declared, then
hafter e has had a Committee of Evidence and the Suppressive Person Declare

Order has been cancelled, he may, if he wishes, request a Board of Review who,
upon full review of the matter, may if warranted ask for the return of lost pay or
st th ' ' 'atus e person may have experienced while incorrectly declared a suppressive
person. (Ref: HCO PL 23 Feb. 78R, BOARD OF REVIEW)

RECOURSE OF A POTENTIAL TROUBLE SOURCE

A person labeled a potential trouble source and so barred from receivingD
auditing. may request a Committee of Evidence of the nearest Continental Justice
Chief via I-ICO as recourse if he or she contests the allegation.  



The Committee of lfliience requested niust be t.o,......-;f"t as
vening authority. ’ I I vase

if evidences of disconn ' 'ection are given. the Committee of Evidence findings
and recoin s ' ' imendations and the convening authority, once the Ilf_l<il“%5_ i“"3_
approved, must remove the label of poteiitial trouble source from the ... pp
tologist. If the alleged suppressive person or group is cleaflif and b¢§'@n@ l'¢3~““-li'
able doubt h ' i " is ovvn not to be guilty of suppressive acts or is SliO\\'ll V§l¢?l1'l?' lo iii“:
reformed, the Committee of Evidence must recommend removal OI the lfll3¢l W?"
pressive person or group from the suspected person of EYQUP- H°‘f“'°_"er'*Onc2 3*
person or group has been declared suppressive by an fiUll10Y1Z¢d~ Puollsllef Om“-
the removal or lifting of the declare order or label must be F1Pl3Y@"'¢d bl‘ ‘he in‘
ternational Justice Chief.

/' Q.0. FDfl :21_*-

But should the former potential trouble source‘s state of case show n
o gain

after reasonable time in processing, any executive of Division -1 (Traininfl 1111P , _ .
rocessing) may order a new Committee of Evidence in the matter, and sf it and

its convening authority recommend to reverse the former findifl§5- and ll such
findin s 'g are approved on international Justice lines, Ihfi labcls are appllecl But no
auditor may be disciplined for auditing either during the period between the two
findings.

RECOURSE OF .»\i\' AUDITOR

An auditor disciplined for processing a potential trouble source or a supp - -_
sive person or a member of Ci suppressive group may request Z1 commllie
Evidence if he can persuade the potential trouble source and the suppressive -
son or a r ' ' " 'EPI'CS€1'1I8l1\/C or the suppressive group to appear belore 11-

The auditor so requesting may also have named as an interestefl l.3?=-‘~Yl'.*' F3‘
. . . - . 1 __,_ ' ; /‘\ _v~q_ ' F""‘“

parties with himself tne person or persons v-no supplied the nfor 1 21t10fl or
y _ , ,, .;i;:'

information concerning his actions.
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.\Io damages or costs may be borne by or ordered by Committee or evi-
dence in cases involving potential trouble sources or suppressive i3¢l'5@“5 or
groups.

When the potential trouble source or suppressive person or QYOUP Y¢?Y¢$¢"'
E - f I '

C

ative ails to appear before a Committee or Evidence on a bill of P1‘-THC‘-liars
labehnv 'g persons as potential trouble sources or suppressive persons OF 9-.~F<'3UP'5 35
the published time of its convening, the bill of particulars stands as proven anth . . .e convening authority is bound so to declare.

EVIDENCE OF DISCONNECTION

Any HCO Secretary mav receive evidences of disconnecti d
on or tsavowal

and, on finding them to be bona fide. must place copies of such evidenceti 111 the
ethics file and in the CF folders of all persons named in them.

The disconnecting person then ceases to be a potential trouble source (oI1¢e
any additional PTS handling of a technical nature required by the Case Supervi-
sor has been successfully completed).



The procedure fol ‘ecanting suppressive person o. .oup is outlined above.

I  E‘v'IiDE!\'CES or SUPPRESSION 73 5 3
./' "K lt is wise for any Scientologist, HCO Secretary or Committee of Evidcnte in

matters concerning suppressive acts to obtain valid documents. letters, testimonies
H dull’ Slgnfifil and witnessed, affidavits dulv sworn to and other matters and evi-

d¢11¢@5 “’hl<3h \‘/Oulfil have Weight in a court of law. Monientarv spite. slander suits.
charges of Scientology separating families. etc. are then guarded against.

J If matters concerning suppressive acts are given good and alert attention
properly enforced, they will greatly accelerate the growth of Scientology and
bring a new calmness to its people and organizations and far better ease gains

Pi where they have not heretofore been easy to achieve.

_ C i

Preclears with present time problems, ARQ broken with associated but sup-
“ pressive persons. Will not obtain case gains but on the contrary may experience

great difficulty.

D‘ Observance of these facts and disciplines can help us all.

en r _+1

‘I Nothing in this policy letter shall ever or under any circumstances justify any
violation of the laws of the land or intentional legal wrongs. Any such offense

H shall subject the offender to penalties prescribed by law as well as to ethics and
_}l.1S{1CC actions.

L. RON HUBBARD
I Founder

Revision assisted by
~ LRH Technical Research
‘ and Compilations
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